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“… contrast the great certainties in economic thought in the last century with 
the great uncertainty we face in our time.  

In the last century capitalists were certain of the success of capitalism, 
socialists of socialism, imperialists of colonialism, and the ruling classes knew 
they were meant to rule.  

Little of this certainty now survives.” 

J K Galbraith, The Age of Uncertainty, 1977

Wasn’t it ever such?
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Economic, political, environmental, technological, social

Watergate Oil Shock (×2) Kerr

End of gold standard Microchip Into China

US Price controls Stagflation The Pill….

Wars (×6) Green Revolution

Investment-relevant 70s unexpected events 
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“The only real certainty at the moment is that markets are deeply uncertain … 

this confusion betrays a  deeper problem:  All of us are desperately trying to 

prise out some over-arching narrative that makes sense of things when there 

may not be one.  There are certainly lots of different themes … and cycles 

playing out at the moment.  It’s just that they may not add up to anything in 

particular.”                             

David Stevenson, FT, 5 January 2018

Same thing every time?
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A premium from political uncertainty?
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“Political shocks command a risk premium 
despite being unrelated to economic shocks.”

Pastor, Political uncertainty and risk premia, 2013



Uncertainty arising
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Nicholas Bloom, “The impact of uncertainty shocks.“ Econometrica, 2009



Investors hate** & respond to uncertainty
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** Not entrepreneurs



Woof woof
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“People are so hungry for certainty that they readily subordinate 
consciousness and conscience to it.” 

Frederick Hegel, c.1800

“We know for certain only when we know little. With knowledge doubt 
increases.”  

Wolfgang Goethe, 1810

Two centuries of insights
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“Today’s obsession with risk management focuses too intently on the measurement 
of risk.  All too often, reason cannot answer …  what matters is the quality of our 
decisions in the face of uncertainty.”                                          

Peter Bernstein, 2006

“The major fortunes in finance … have been made by people who are effective in 
dealing with Radical Uncertainty (Unknown Unknowable aka Ignorance.)  This will 
probably be truer still in the future.”                                   

Richard Zeckhauser, 2006

Two centuries of insights
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Ellsberg’s Paradox, c.1970
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Risk

Urn (1) Urn (2)

100 balls:

x          Red
(100-x) Blue

100 balls:

50 Red
50        Blue

Uncertainty



Ellsberg’s Paradox….extended
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Risk

Urn (1) Urn (2)

100 balls:

x          Red
(100-x) Blue

100 balls:

50 Red
50        Blue

Uncertainty

Urn (3)

100 balls & ?

Red & Blue & 
maybe a 
bomb or $1b 
or …?

Ignorance



Decision-making report card
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Risk Uncertainty Ignorance

Examples Public equity Private equity Start-ups

States of the 
World 

Known ** Known ** Unknown

Probability
Distribution 

Known ** Many Unknowable

Decision-Making 
Quality B - C F

** Common assumption (or pretence or fantasy?)



Start-up opportunity…1909
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Start-up opportunity…2018
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(i) Avoided by process/regulatory-driven investors 

(ii) Typically can’t be scaled              

inappropriate for large or institutional funds                

Requirements …

• A partner with complementary skills/information  

• Ensure genuine partnerships (they are possible) 

• Make trust explicit, eg, Co-investment, VC, FoF

• Be aware of Caveat Emptor and Caveat Venditor

Ignorance opportunities…
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All transactions, relationships and society depend on trust especially so in an 

environment of ignorance.

In investing ..... 

Intangibles + Informational asymmetry + Noise  

Quality can’t be tested  

Trust is (almost) all we have … but …

Trust increases vulnerability 

- Affinity crimes  

- Prisoner’s Dilemma

Trust is (almost) all we have
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“(We) construct a simplified model of the real situation in order to deal with it; ... (we) behave 

rationally with respect to this model.  But such behaviour is not even approximately rational 

with respect to the real world [uncertainty].”

Nobel 1959

• We are boundedly rational ... neither rational nor irrational

• We can/should satisfice ... not optimize

DMUU: Behold Herbert Simon
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10 flawed heuristics/techniques for DMUU
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Approach Comments

1 MaxMin payoff Pessimistic bias

2 MaxMax payoff Optimistic bias

3 MaxMin regret Hedge career risk

4 Maximise average payoff Hard to assess

5 Delay (or avoid) Opportunity cost vs Immediacy cost

6 Incrementally adapt Hedge career risk; Reduces Opp cost

7 Partner with complementary skills Access to new information & Opps

8 Amplify weak signals Capture diverse views

9 Seek control Can reduce uncertainty

10 Increase margin of safety Beyond margin for risk



5 flawed criteria for DMUU
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Criteria Comments

1 ‘Right’ temperament Patient; Ambiguity & career risk tolerant 

2 ‘Right’ org culture Open; Strategic; Encourage dissent



The Abiline Paradox
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5 flawed criteria for DMUU
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Criteria Comments

1 ‘Right’ temperament Patient; Ambiguity & career risk tolerant 

2 ‘Right’ org culture Open; Strategic; Encourage dissent

3 Scenario playing Not planning

4 Bias to satisficing Know when not to optimise

5 Diverse learning DM in Politics, War, Medicine, ….



Ethical DMUU
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Once upon a time, there was a smart, concerned pension fund Chief 

Investment Officer ….



Medallion Fund
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Paul Samuelson claimed that Renaissance Technologies’ Medallion Fund (36% pa over 

the past 25 years) is “perhaps the only long-time phenomenal risk-adjusted 

performer ...”  However, it is the ultimate Black Box.  Aside from it being a US equity 

quant hedge fund, investors are told nothing about how it works, its inner workings 

are unknown and unknowable.  Investors remain in a state of ignorance about it.  (All 

formal due diligence hurdles on audits, compliance, reporting, …, can be confirmed.)



Medallion Fund
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Medallion is closed to all but partners.  As part of the deal for Aus’ unfailing loyalty, 

Trump got Robert Mercer to open it to a few select Australian clients … with zero fees.  

Swensen, Buffett and Soros are also investing in Medallion and the investment team 

has committed to stay for at least 5 years.   

Paul Samuelson claimed that Renaissance Technologies’ Medallion Fund (36% pa over 

the past 25 years) is “perhaps the only long-time phenomenal risk-adjusted 

performer ...”  However, it is the ultimate Black Box.  Aside from it being a US equity 

quant hedge fund, investors are told nothing about how it works, its inner workings 

are unknown and unknowable.  Investors remain in a state of ignorance about it.  (All 

formal due diligence hurdles on audits, compliance, reporting, …, can be confirmed.)



Would you???
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(i) Would you recommend Medallion for (a) clients, (b) yourself? 

(ii) If so, would you recommend it with a 2/20 (or 5/44) fee? 

(iii) If not, what knowledge would you need to recommend it?  (How far beyond 

ignorance/radical uncertainty do you need to go?) 

(iv) Would your decisions change if Soros and Swensen assured you they fully 

understood Medallion’s inner workings? 
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Thank you


